
A new tax introduced by 
the province. PC Manitoba 

has BROKEN their 
promise of no new taxes. 

Provincial governments like Saskatchewan, Ontario, and even the NDP party in Alberta are fighting the tax. 
Why isn’t Manitoba? 

Fine. Ottawa will do what 
Ottawa does. But Manitoba can 
stand with our neighbors and 

fight for lower taxes and better 
environmental policies. 

False. PC Manitoba is doing Ottawa’s dirty work. 

A carbon tax does not work in
 reducing GHG’s. It is a revenue grab.Ottawa has said that they are 

going to implement the maximum 
tax regardless of what Manitoba 
does. PC Manitoba has created the worst option possible. Manitoba is 

paying 250% more upfront. It is implementing a useless tax at a higher 
rate and faster then even Ottawa requests. 

Ottawa stated that any money they raised will go back to the province in which it was raised with their “cut” no doubt. 

The Provincial government already has a spending problem. The carbon tax simply is an enabler 
to spend more for less. 

But the government has no problem accepting many billions of 
dollars from Ottawa every year. 

False. Experts agree that the carbon tax is 
too low to change consumer behavior but high 
enough to adversely affect the average family. 
No environment benefit. Increase cost for 
gas and everything else. A tax grab for the 
province from a political party that promised 
NO new taxes. The economy needs to be 
protected from government taxation. The 
statement is not supported by facts and 

goes against common sense and the collective 
values of Manitobans.Ottawa will do what it will do. 

PC Manitoba has already conceded
 Ottawa has the power to impose tax. 
Manitoba lost any creditably fighting the 
carbon tax when Pallister decided to 

introduce his own. Ottawa has already said that they will 
impose the tax. Why is Manitoba paying  

250% more faster? 

Really?  

No. There is no difference between the PST increase by 1% 
introduced by the NDP and the 25$ carbon tax introduced by 

Brian Pallister. The only difference 
is the NDP were silent during an 
election on the PST and raised it. 
PC Manitoba explicitly promised not 
to raise taxes but has done so. 

. False. Manitoba will be paying tens of millions of dollars to collect the tax. The tax has already 
been budgeted or announcements have been made that will never be achieved. You cannot trust this government. 

Why are the other provinces fighting it? Manitoba gave up as soon as it 
introduced it’s own carbon tax and worse than that PC Manitoba broke its 

promise no new taxes” and in the 
same breath undermined the other 
provinces who are against the 
carbon tax. The made-in Manitoba tax fiasco will hurt your wallet, harm the 

economy, and do nothing to protect our environment. 

Nobody supports the carbon tax who voted 
for PC Manitoba or many others. Manito-

bans support has be discontinued.  

Corrected by Steven Fletcher Leader of the Manitoba Party, MLA Assiniboia 
Rochelle Squires, your letter receives an F-. 


